Controlling synaptic input patterns in vitro by dynamic photo stimulation.
Recent experimental and theoretical work indicates that both the intensity and the temporal structure of synaptic activity strongly modulate the integrative properties of single neurons in the intact brain. However, studying these effects experimentally is complicated by the fact that, in experimental systems, network activity is either absent, as in the acute slice preparation, or difficult to monitor and to control, as in in vivo recordings. Here, we present a new implementation of neurotransmitter uncaging in acute brain slices that uses functional projections to generate tightly controlled, spatio-temporally structured synaptic input patterns in individual neurons. For that, a set of presynaptic neurons is activated in a precisely timed sequence through focal photolytic release of caged glutamate with the help of a fast laser scanning system. Integration of synaptic inputs can be studied in postsynaptic neurons that are not directly stimulated with the laser, but receive input from the targeted neurons through intact axonal projections. Our new approach of dynamic photo stimulation employs functional synapses, accounts for their spatial distribution on the dendrites, and thus allows study of the integrative properties of single neurons with physiologically realistic input. Data obtained with our new technique suggest that, not only the neuronal spike generator, but also synaptic transmission and dendritic integration in neocortical pyramidal cells, can be highly reliable.